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What is the Internet?
A Global Network of Networks

I hope you're hungry, and you haven't had dinner yet.

I'm about to serve food for thought on the internet,

So you understand, and it doesn't make your head hurt.

The first thing we need to do is define a network:

Any two computers connected that can

Communicate make up a network, man.

Examples include a computer lab at school

Or computers in an office, yeah, that's true.

Networks can be connected with wires

Or wirelessly, whatever you desire.

The internet is a worldwide network

Composed of smaller networks, I'm an expert.

Underground fiber optic cables are the coolest.

They connect networks throughout the US,

And cables at the bottom of oceans, listen here,

They connect networks across the hemispheres.

That's the only reason someone in Iraq,

Or another hemisphere, can watch the Week in Rap.

And one more thing that might sound like a fable,

Sometimes sharks try to chew through a cable.

You have the whole world right in front of you.

With all this information what Willyou do?

The internet lets everyone connect,

Communication from here to Tibet.

(2x)

Hey, yo, this beat will make your neck jerk,

And now you know the internet is the world's largest computer network.

But how does a device like a tablet

Access the internet? Sounds like magic,

But no magician, so don't get nervous.



There's a system that works like a delivery service.

In order to send something to someplace, you need to know

Where it starts and where it will go.

$0, for your device to access a website, kids,

You need an add ress for where the website lives.

And everything that receives and sends information,

Also has an address, kind of like a location.

That address is called its "Internet Protocol,"

Or "IP address" for short, opposite of tall.

But you don't need to know the IP address,

You just need to know the domain name to gain access.

The domain name is the website's name.

Type it in your browser, it's a part of the game.

Once you make a request on your device,

Routers send it flying like kites.

A router is a device that transmits data between

Different networks, it happens behind the scenes.

The data goes to a server, best

Known as the computer that can fulfill the request.

The request can take one of many paths,

And once it's delivered the server responds back.

The response will probably take a different path back to you,

Depending on the traffic, like when you're in a vehicle.

You have the whole world right in front of you.

With all this information what will you do?

The internet lets everyone connect,

Communication from here to Tibet.

(2x)
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